Dell EMC integrated appliances and software, your data protection on-ramp for the cloud.

Organizations are driving business transformation with a cloud-first strategy

- 71% of cloud rollouts are driven by emerging opportunities
- 88% of organizations are looking at cloud to enhance business and reduce risk
- 50% of organizations are already fully cloud native

Organizations turn to Dell EMC for cloud data protection peace of mind

- Over 1,000 companies trust Dell to protect their data in the cloud
- Over 2.7 EB Data protected by Dell in the cloud

Take control of your cloud with Dell EMC integrated appliances

- Proven + Modern Cloud Data Protection
- Manage your data protection across hybrid multi-cloud, core, and edge environments

With a Dell EMC integrated appliance you can:

- Speed deployment of data protection
- Reduce storage costs
- Shrink backup windows
- Reduce management time
- Leverage modern technologies

"The Dell EMC integrated appliance gives us a single, complete backup and recovery solution."

Brit Anderson, Supervisor, Systems Administration, Christian Brothers University

Proven + Modern Cloud Data Protection

Learn more at delltechnologies.com/dataprotection

Intel Inside® Powerful Data Center Outside
delltechnologies.com/futureproof
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